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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a new approach to ensuring the correctness of non-
serializable executions. The approach is based on relating transaction views of the
database to the integrity constraints of the system. Drawing upon this approach, we de-
velop a new correctness criterion for multidatabase concurrency control. This criterion,
caUed view-based two-level serializability, relaxes global serializabitity in multidatabase
systems while respecting the autonomy of local database systems. No additional re-
strictions other than serializallility are imposed on local database systems.
1 Introduction
A Illultidataba.-<;e system (MDBS) is a higher-level confederation of a nWllber of pre-existing
autonomolls and possibly heterogeneous database systems. The purpose of a multidatabase
system is to allow uniform access to the information stored in these component systems. In
this envirollment, transaction management is performed at two levels: at a local level by the
pre-existing transaction managers (LTMs) of the local databases, and at a global level by
the global transaction manager (GTM). There are two types of transactions:
• local transactions, which acceSs data at one site only and which are submitted to the
appropriate LTM, outside the control of the GTMj and
• global transactions, which are submitted to the GTM, where they are parsed into a
number of global subtransactions, each of which accesses data stored in a single local
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database. These subtransactions are then submitted for execution to the appropriate
LTM. Global subtransactiolls are viewed by an LTM as ordinary local transactions.
Local transaction managers are responsible for the correct execution of all transactions
executed at their local sites. The global transaction manager thus retains no control over
global transactions after their submission to the LTMs and can make no assumptions about
their exp.cution. The autonomous uature of the LTMs thus greatly complicates the problem
of Lransaction management in a multidaLabasc system.
COllcurrcllcy control in l\/IDBSs has received much attention frolll multidatabase re-
searchers. In particular, maillLaluing global serializability in the execution of both local
and global transactions has been well studied [2, 8, 3, 4, 10]. The difficulties in this regard
center upon the inability of the GTM to control the serialization order of global subtransac-
tions at local sites. As a result, even a serial execution of global transactions at the global
level may not ensure that their serialization order at a local site will be consistent with their
exp.cution order at the global level. All successful attempts for ensuring global serializabll-ity
require the enforcement of conflicting operations among global sub transactions at each local
site [4, 5, 11]. The GTM can thus control the serialization order of global subtransaetions by
controlling the execution of these conflicting operations. However, enforcing coniliets lllay
result in poor performance if most global transactions would not naturally conflict. Relaxing
global serializability is thus a significant issue for multidatabase concurrency control. A IlOTl-
serializable criterion, called two-level serializability (21SR), was introduced in [6]. In general,
2LSR executions of local and global transactions do not guarantee database consistency.
In this paper, we present an approach to ensuring that 2LSR executions maintain lllul-
tidatabase consistency. This approach draws upon the observation that the view of a global
transaction, that is, the data it reads, can play an important role in ensuring that its exe-
cution will maintain database consistency. The underlying concepts of tlle view consistency
and view closure of transactions are defined by relating the transaction views to the integrity
constrainLs that are defined in the sysLem. The impact of such global transaction views on
correctness criteria leads to the formulation of the concept of view-base.d two-level serializ-
ability. This new correctness criterioll, imposes certain restrictions on the view of global
transactions that participate in two-level serializable executions. We shall demonstrate that
the view-based two-level serializable execution of local and global transactions can maintain
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lllultidatabase consistency in vanous practical multidatabase models. As this criterion is
more general than serializability and the view consistency and view closure of transactiOllS
call be efficiently enforc~d by the system, the proposed approach can be applied to the
execution of all global and local transactions.
This paper is organized as rollows. Section 2 introduces the fundamental concepts under-
lying our formulation or view-based two-level serializability, the details of which are presented
in Section 3. Section 4 compares the present work with related research, while cOllcluding
remarks are offered in Section 5.
2 Preliminaries
In this section, we shall introduce the basic terminology to be used in this paper and explore
the background of the problem.
2.1 Basic Terminology
A multidatabase is the union of all data items stored at the participating local sites. We
denote the set of all data items in a local site LSi by D; for i = 1, ... , m and the set of
all data items in the lllultidaLabase by D. Thus, D = Ui~l D j • We assume tllat local
databases are disjoilltj that is) Di n Dj = 0, i =j:. j. To distinguish between data items prim
to multiclatabase integratioll, the set or data items at a local site LSi is partitioned into local
data items, denoted LD i , and global data items, denoted GD., such that LD j n GD. = 0
and Di = LD j U GD i • The set of all global data items is denoted GD, GD = Ui~l GD j •
Following the traditional approach, a database state is defined as a mapping of every data
item to a value of its domain, and integrity constraints are formulas in predicate calculus
that express relationships or data items that a database must satisfy. In an MDBS system,
there are three types of integrity constraints: local integrity constmints are defined on local
data items at a single local sitej local/global integ7'ity constmints are defined between local
and global data itemsj and global 'integ1'ity constmints are defined on global data items. The
consistency of database state is then defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Database consistency) A local database state is consistent if it preserves
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all integrity constraints that a1·e. defined at the local site. A multidatabase state is consistent
if it prescrves all integrity constraints defined in the MDBS environment.
In this paper, a transaction is a sequence of read and write operations resulting from the
execution of a transaction program. Such a program is conventionally written in a high-level
programming language, with assignments, loops, conditional statements, and other control
structures. For the elements of a transactioll, we denote the read and write operations as
1'(X) and w(x) (possibly subscripted). We shall alternatively use r(x, v) (or w(x, v)) to denote
an operation which reads (or writes) a value v from (or to) the data item x. Two operations
conflict with eac:h other if they access the same data item and at least one of them is a
wI'ite operation. The execution of a transaction transfers a database from one consistent
state to another.
In an MDBS environment, a local transaction is a transaction that accesses the data
items at a single local site. A global transaction is a set of global subtransactions, within
which each global subtransac.tion is a transaction accessing the data items at a single local
site. In this paper, we assume that each global transaction has only one subtransaction at
each local site. The execution of a global transaction transfers a l11ultidatabase from one
consistent state to another.
A schedule over a set of transactions is a partial order of all and only the operations of
those transactions which orders all conllicting operations alld which respects the order of
operations specified by the transactions. III a MDBS environment, a local schedule SDk is a
schedule over both local transactions and global sub transactions which are executed at the
local site 1S/:, and a gLobaL schedule S is a schedule over both local and global transactions
which are executetl in an MDBS. A global subschedule SO is global schedule S restricted to
the set 9 of global transactions in S. The correctness of a schedule is defined as follows:
Definition 2 (Schedule correctness) A schedule lS correct if it preserves all integrity
constmints that are defined in the database system and each transaction in S reads only
a consistent database state.
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2.2 Relaxing Global Serializability
A global schedule 5' is considered La be globally serializable if S is serializable [1] on the
execution of both local and global transactions. Clearly, if local and global transactions
maintain all integrity constralnts defined in the MDBS environment, then a globally se-
rializable global schedule is coned. 111 order to avoid the potential of poor performance
which Illay be caused by global serializability, several researches have suggested notions of
correctness based upon illtegrity constraints that are weaker than global serializability. Two
well-known approaches appeal' in [;3, 6]. In [6], a llon-serializable criterion, termed two-level
sf.rializability is proposed:
Definition 3 (Two-level serializable global schedule) A global schedule istwo-levelse-
rializable} denoted 2LSR, if its global subschedule and local schedules aTe se1ializable..
In [3], another llon-serializable criterion, termed quasi-scrializability (QSR), is proposed
for global schedules. A global schedule is quasi-selial if its local schedules are serializable
and there is a total order 011 global transactions such that, for any two global transactions T j
and Tj, if Tj precedes Tj in the total order, then all Ti's operations precede aU T;'s operations
in aU local schedules in which both appear. A global schedule is quasi-se1'ializable if it is
conflict equivalent to a quasi-serial sc1Jedule.1
As slaled in [7], the set of 2LSR global schedules is a superset of the set of QSR global
schedules. It has also been observed that restricting the execution order of global subtransac-
tions in 2LSR global sc1ledllles to ensure QSR global schedules does not significantly improve
the correctness of global schedules. The following example given in [7] is illustrative:
Example 1 Consider an lvlDBS consisting of two LDBSs} wherc data items aJ b} e a1'e al
LS1 , and c is at LS2 . Let a} b} c} e be the local data items and the integrity constraints be
a> 0 ---7 b> 0 and c > 0 and e > o. The following two global transaction p1'Ograms PI} P2
and one local transaction program 1)L are submitted:
PI: if a > 0 then c = b else c = 1
PL: a = 1
lSee [1] for the cone.cpt of conflict equiva]cne.c.
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if e> 0 then b = 1
Sta1,ting from a state a = -I, b = -1, C = 1, e = I, conside1' the following executions:
81 : wL(a, 1h (a, 1)1'1 (b, -l)w,( e, -1 )"L(e, -1),
8,; WI(C, -1»',(c,-1).
The resulting state is a = 1,b = -l,e = -1,e = -1, which is inconsistent. Note that S is
both two-level scrializable and q1Lusi-serializable. 0
Thus, we shall focus Oll two-level serializable global schedules and investigate COllditiollS
which must be placed all global transactions to ellsure that two-level serializable global
schedules will preserve multidatabase consistency.
Throughout this paper we assuTlle that there are no local/global integrity constraints
that are defined among different sites. This is a reasonable assumption, because due to
local autonomy, local transactions may be unaware of tllOse integrity constraints and thus
unable to maintain them. Note that since, in the presence of local/global constraints, the
execution of a local transaction itself may not maintain database consistency, a serial1zable
global schedule would be incapable of maintaining correctness.
3 View-Based Two-Level Serializability
In this section, we present a new approach which ensures that two-level serializable global
schedules will preserVe multidatabase consistency. Consistency is preserved by restricting the
views of global transactions in these schedules. The resulting schedules are called view~based
two-level scrializable global schedules.
3.1 Views of Transactions
Let l be a transaction. The read set of data items of t, denoted RS(t), is the combination of
the set of local data items read by operations in t (denoted RL(t)) and the set of global data
items read by operations ill t (denoted RG(t)). The write set of data items of t, denoted
WS(t), is the combination of the set of local data items written by operations in t (denoted
W L(t)) and the set of global data items written by operations in t (denoted WG(t)).
Let Cj be an integrity constraint that is defined on a set of data items {d1,,,.,dl}. Let
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D(c;) denote the set of data items in Ci. Thus, we have D(Ci) = {dll ••• ,dl }. Let [ned) denote
the set of data items which shares a common integrity constraint with data item d. Clearly,
if Ci is the only integrity constraint that is defined in the database, then In(dl ) = {d2l "'l dl},
In(d2 ) = {dI , d'll "'l dl}, and In(d;) = {d1 , ... di - 1l di+ll ... , d l } for all i = 3, .00,1.
We now introduce the concepts of the closure of data items and of transactions which
are closed on a given set of data items.
Definition 4 (Closure of data items) Let D = {d l , .. Ol dl} be a set of data item.s. The
closure of D, denoted d( D), consists of all data items such that the following conditions are
satisfied:
• D ~ cl(D) .
• If dE cl(D), then In(d) ~ cl(D).
Definition 5 (View closed Transaction) A transaction ti is view closed with respect to
a set of data items D that it reads it fol' any d E cl(D)j dE RS(tj).
Let DS be the database state of V. The restriction of DS to data items in D ~ D
IS denoted by DSD. Let 7'ead(t) denote the database state seen as a result of the read
operations ill land l'ead(t D) denote the database state of D seen as a result of the read
operations in transaction t. Let w1"ite(t) denote the effect all the database as a result of the
write operations ill land write(lD) denote the effect all the database of D as a result of the
write operations in t.
We say that the view of a transaction t is consistent if Tead(l) is consistent. In the MDBS
enviroument, the consistency of various views of transactioI1S is defined as follows:
Definition 6 (Local view consistency) A tmnsaction t j is local view consistent at LSj
if 1'ead(tfD,) is l:Onsistcnt.
Definition 7 (Global view consistency) A lransaction ti is global VIew consistent if
7"(~ad(tf;n) is consistent.
3.2 Basic Lemmas
We shall now introduce the basic lemmas involved in the development of our theory.2
2To facilitate comparison, we shall largely adopt the system of notation used in [9].
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The following lemma relates the consistency of a database state to the consistency of its
subsets.
Lemma 1 Let GI , ... , Gn be the c01~junclion (AJ of integrity constmints, where G, is defined
over the set of data items in D j ~ V Jor all i = 1, ... ,n and Di n D j = 0 Jor all i =f j. Let
Di ~ Di and DS be a database state ofV. DSDi, for all i,i = l, ... ,n, is consistent if and
I fu n DI'D' . . t ton y l i=1 '- ; lS conSIS en .
Proof: See Lelllma 1 in [9]. o
As point8d out in [9], if lemma 1 is to hold, it is essential for the data items over which
colljunds arc defined to be disjoint.
Let {DStll{ DS2 } denote that, when transaction t executes from a database state D81 , it
results ill a database state D82 • Without loss of generality, whenever we say {D8tlt{DS2 },
we assmTI8 that it is possible for t to be executed [rom DSl . The conditions required to
ensure that the execution of a transaction preserves the consistency of tlle state of a set of
data items are specified as follows [7]:
Lemma 2 Let t be a transaction and D ~ V. Let {D8dt{DS2 } and DBl be the database
stale in which t can be executed. If DSp U 1'ead(L) is consistent, then DSfj is consistent.
Proof (sketch): By the definition of consistency, there exists a consistent state DS3 such
that DS!:URS{t) = DSp U 7'ead(t). Let {DS3 )l{DS4 }. Since t itself preserves database
consistency, DS'1 is consistent. Also, since DSp = DS!l, DSp = DSf. Hence, DSp 1S
consistent. o
We may now relate the consistency of a database state to the execution of transactions.
The state associated with a transaction in a schedule is a possible state of the data items that
the transaction Illay have seen. Let Tw(D,S) denote the set of transactions in a schedule S
that have at least one write operation on some data item in D ~ V. Let 8 be a schedule and
D ~ V such that (ST)D is serializable, where Tw(D,S) ~ T. Let t l , ... , in be a serialization
order of transactions in (ST)D and DS1 be a database state from which S starts. The state








D, S', DSj ) = '·1 1 D
state(t i _ 1 , D 1 S', DSt )D-WS(I;_l) U W?"ite(tf_t),
if i = 1
if i > 1
Note that read(tp) ~ state(t i1 D, S, DS). Since the execution of both local and global
transactions must transfer the database from one consistent multidatabase state to another
consistent state, it is essential for each transaction in a global schedule to see a consistent
state. We now lIse Lemma 2 La develop the conditions under which each transaction III a
schedule reads a database state that is consistent with respect to a set of data items.
Lemma 3 Let CI, , em br. the conjunction (A) of integrity constraints} whe1'e Ck is defined
over the set of data items in Dk ~ V JOT all k = 1, ... , m and Di n Dj = 0 for all i =F j. Let
S be a schedule and {DSdS{DS,j. If, fo1' any k = 1, ... ,,,,,
• (ST)Dk is sCl'ializaulc with $fTzalizaiion O1'der ill .. 0, tn, Whe.1'C 1"w(Dk, S) ~ T,
• 1'ead(tr-D/;) is consistenl for all t, t E Tw(Dk1 .'I)I and
D c.Dk . . t t• ,:ll 18 conSlS en }
then state(t;, Ih, S, D81 ) is consistent fOl" all ti, i = 1, ... , n.
Proof (sketch): The proof proceeds by induction OIl the number n of transactions.
Basis: (n = 1) Cl8arly, .~tate(tll Ih, S', D81) = Dsf\ which is consistent.
Induction: Suppose stal,cUI, Dk , S, DS1) is consistent. We Deed to show that state(t/+l, D, S,DS])
is consistent. Consider two cases:
(1) I, <t Tw(D" S). Thus, state(l'+h D, S, DSd = state(t" D" S, DS,). By induction hy-
pothesis, ,':llate(tl, Dk , S, DS]) is consistent. Hence, state(i l+1 , fl, S, DS1 ) is consistent.
(2) i l E Tw(Dk, S). Since state(t" Dk, S, DSd and l'ead(tf-Dk ) are consistent, by Lemma 1,
we see that .<;t.ate(t1, Dk, S, D5'l) U1'ead(tl) is consistent. By Lemma 2, state(tl+l, Dk, 5', DS1)
is consistent. o
From Lemma:3, we see that transaction views play an important role in ensuring that all
transactions in a global schedule see a consistent state. Below, we shall investigate the effect
of the local and global views of global transactions on the maintenance of multidal.abase
consistency ill two practical MDBS models.
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3.3 The Global Read-Write (G,·w) Model
The Grw model is defined as satisfying the fo11owing conditions:
• local transactions read and write Duly local data items, and
• global transactions read and write both local and global data items.
This model is applicable to an MDBS environment, where the originally independent
constituent databases Illay be viewed as the local data items) accessed by the original local
Lrallsaetiolls. Global data items are then added by storing liew data items in these databases.
We now apply Lemma 3 to a specific Gnu model and show that, when global transactions
an~ local view consistent, global transactions read consistent data:
Lemma 4 Let S be a 2LSR schedule in the GT1U model with no integrity constraints present
between local and global dala ilems. Let D81 be a consistent database slate from which S
StU1'tS. If all global tmnsadio1ls in 5' are local view consistent) then, f01' all global transactions
lj in S', 7'ead(tj) is consistent.
Proof (sketch): Since no inl.egrity constraints are present between local and global data
items, the integrity constraints call be viewed as C1, ... ,Cm +1. Here, Cj for i = 1, ... ,m arc
the conjuncts (1\) of integrity constrainl.s l.hat are defined over the sets of data items in LD;
for i = 1, ...m, respectively, and C",+l i!'l the conjunct of integrity constraints that are defined
over the sel. of data items in G'D. Following the Grw model, we have LDinLDj = 0 for i i- j,
and LDj n GD = 0. Since, in the Grw model, only the set 9 of global transactions access
G'D and 8 9 is serializable, (S9fD is serializable. Let i 1, ... , i" be the serialization order of
the global transactions ill (SQ)CTD. Since the global transactions are local view consistent,
7'ead(tp-GD) is cOllsistent for all i = 1, "., n. By Lemma 3, siaie(ti, CD, 8, D,'h) is consistent
for all i = l, ... ,n. Since 1'ead(tfm) ~ stale(ti,GD, S, DSd, 7'ead(tfD) is consistent. Thus,
by Lemma 1, l'ead(ti) is consistent for all i = l,,,.,n. 0
Following Lemma 4, for those global transactions in a 21SR global schedule in the Grw
model with 110 integrity constraints present between local and global data items, local view
consistency implies global view consistency.
It follows from Lemmas :3 and 4 that, given that global transactions are local view con-
sistent, local transactions read consistent data:
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Corollary 1 Let S be a 2LSR schedule in the GTW model with no integrity constraints present
between local and global data items. Lel DSl be a consistent database state from which S
starts. If all global transactions in S a1'e local view consistent, then, for all local transactions
t T in S} read(t;) is consistent.
Proof (sketch): Since SD" is serializable, SLD" is serializable for all k = 1, ... , m. Let
t l , ,l" be the serialization order of the transactions in SLD". By Lemma 4, 1'ead(tp-LDk )
is consistent for all i = 1, ... , n. By Lemma :3, .state(ti, LDk , S, DSd is consistent for all
i = 1, ... ,n. For any local transaction ti in SLDk , since 1'ead(ti) ~ state(ti,LDk,S, DS1 ),
1·ead(t.) is consistent. o
We now are able to demonstrate that, if global transactions are local view consistent,
then 2LSR global schedules preserve Tllultidatabase consistency.
Theorem 1 Let S be a 2LSR schedule in the GTW model with no integrity constraints present
belween local and global data items. If all global transactions in S are local view consistent)
then S is C01TeCt.
Proof (sketch): Let DS1 be a consistent multidaLabase state and {DSdS{DS2 }. We need
Lo show that all transactions in S read consistent data and that DS2 is consistent. By Lemma
4 and Corollary 1, for all transactions ti in S, 1'ead(t;) is consistent. Now, let SLD k be serial-
izable with serialization order t l , ... , tn- From Lemma 3, .state(l", LDk , S, DS) is consistent.
Hence, there exists a consistent database state DS3 such that DS{;Dk = sLate(t", LDk, S, DS)
and DS!:S(f,,) = 1·ead(t,.). Thus, i" can be executed in DS3 . Let {DS3 }t,,{DS4 }. Since
DS!;Dk U read(t,,) is consistent, by Lemma 2, DS~Dk is consistent. Since DS!;Dk = DSfDk,
D I'w' " "t t H f II"" 1 D I'LD" " "t t S" "I I DSGD ", 2 IS consls en. ence, or a '/., '/. = , ... j rn, • 2 • IS consls en . ,lml aT y, 2 1S
consistent. By Lemma 1, DS2 is consistent. Hence, S is correct. o
In Example 1, all data items are local and no integrity constraints exist between different
local sites. However, since both global transactions in the given global schedule have incon-
sistent local views, Theorem 1 cannot be applied. If we require that 1·1(a)TI(b) and T2(C) be
consisteut, then both Wl(C) and w2(e) would be consistent. As a result, the local transaction
would not read inconsistent data, thus resulting in a consistent local database state.
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3.4 The Global Read-Write and Local Read (G"wL,) Model
The GrwLr model is defined as satisfying the following conditions:
• 10ca] transactions read and wri te local data items and also read global data items, and
• global transactions read and write global and local data items.
The GrwLr model extends the Grw model by allowing new local t.ransaetions to read the
llew global data it.~l1ls.
The results presented in the previous subsection callnot be directly applied to the G'rwLr
mod(".J. The following example is illustrative [6]:
Example 2 Conside.1' an MDBS consisting of two LDESs, where data items hi C, e are at
LS1 , and a is at LS2 • Let e be the local data item, u, b, c be global data items, and the
integrity constraints be a > a --j. c > 0 and b > 0 --+ C > 0 and e > O. The following two
global transaction programs PI, P2 and one local transaction p7"Ogram PL arc submitted:
if a ::; 0 then c = 1
P2: a=1
c = 1
PI.-: if b> 0 then e = c else e = 1
Star"ling from a state. a = -1, b = -1, c = -1, e = 1J conside7' the following executions:
.1', : W, (b, 1)"L(b, 1)"L(c, -1 )w,(c, 1)wL( e, -1),
.1'2: w2(a, 1h(a, 1).
The resultin.q state is a = 1, b = 1, C = 1, e = -I} which is inconsistent. o
In Example 2, the local transaction reads inconsistent global data. The problem here is
Lhat, although 1·ead(ifm) is consistent ill S(m, tfl is executed in a different local database
state, in which some global integrity constraints are actually not satisfied. Note that Lemma
4 sLill holds in this context; however, Corollary 1 does not hold.
The following lemma shows that, if a global transaction is view closed with respect to
the global data items it reads, then the union of the local database state it sees and the data
it reads is consistent.
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Lemma 5 Let S be a 2LSR schedule in the GTwLT model with no integrity constraints
])1'f:scnt betwccn local and global data items. Let {DSdS{DS2 } and DS1 be consistent.
If all global tmnsaction in S are local view consistent and view closed with respect to global
data items lhey read and) for any global transaction ti, state(ti, Dk , S, DS1 ) is consistent,
then state(ti' Dk , S, DS.) U read(ti) is c071si::denl.
Proof (sketch): Since only the set 9 of global trallsaetions write on global data items,
r w(GD, S) ~ g. Since S9 is serializable, (S9)GD is serializable. By Lemmas 3 and 4,
.state(t., (iD, S, DS1 ) and read(t;) are consistent. Suppose now that state(ti, Dk , S, DS1 ) U
1'ead(t;) is not consistent. There must thell be an integrity constraint c between Dk and CD
which is not satisfied. Let D(c) denote the data items in c. We have D(c) n RG(t.) I- 0.
Since t. is view closed with respect to global data items, D(c) ~ RG(ti). Thus, read(ti) is
not consistent, which is contradictory to the previous result. Hence, slate(ti, Dk , S, DS.) U
1·ead(t;) is consistent. 0
Lemma 6 Let S be. a 2LSR schedule in the GTwLT model with no integrity constraints present
between local and global data items. Le.t SDk is serializable with serialization order tl , ... , t'l.
Let {DS1 }S{DSz} and DSl be consistent. If all global transactions in S arc local view con·
sistent and view closed with respect to global data items they read, then state(lil Dk1 S, DS,)
is consistent for alll;, i = 1, ... , n.
Proof (sketch): The proof proceeds by induction on the number n of transactions.
Basis~ (n = 1) Clearly, state(t 11 Dk , S', DS'l) = Dsfk 1 which is consistent.
Induction: Suppose state(t/ 1D k1 H, DS1 ) is consistent. We need to show that state(t/+I' Dk , S, D5\)
is consistent. If tf is a local transaction, th~1l 1'ead(td ~ state(t/ 1 Dk' 8 , DSt}. Thus, by
Lemma 2, state(tI+l' Dk , 8, D5\) is consistent. Now we consider tl to be a global subtralls-
action. Following Lemma 5, state(t/, D", S, DS1 ) U read(tl) is consistent. Agaln, by Lemma
2, s'late(t/+t, Dk1 5', D5\) is consistent. 0
The following theorem based upon Lemmas 5 and 6 illustrates the conditions under which
2LSR schedules preserve database consistency in the GrwLT model.
Theorem 2 Let S be a 2LSR sche.dule in the GTwLT model with no integrity constraints
prese.nt betwccn local and global data items. If all global tmnsactions in S are both local and
global view closed] then local view consistency implies that S is correct.
1;3
Proof (sketch): Let DS1 be a consistent lllultidatabase state and {DSdS{DS',;!}. We Heed
to show that all transactions in S read consistent data and that DS2 is consistent. Siuce only
the seL 9 of global transactions write all global data items, Tw(GD, S) ~ g. Since Sf; is serial-
izable, (SQ)GU is serializable. By Lemma 4, aU global transactions read consistent data. Fol-
lowing Lenllna6, aU local transactions also read consistent data. Thus, for all transaction t; in
S, I'cad(t;) is consistent. Now, let SDk be serializable with serialization order til"" tn' Since,
from Lemma 6, state(t,,, Dk , S, DS) is consistent, .state(tn, LDk , S, DS) is then consistent.
Hence, there exists a consistent database state DS3 such that DsfDI: = state(t", LDI;, S', DS')
and DS{;S(l n ) = Tead(t,,). Thus, t n can be executed in DS3 . Let {DS3 }tll {DS4 }. Since
D"LD, U· d(l)" . t t b L 2 DS'LD, . " t S' DSLD, - D5'LD,,).1 1 ea 'I IS COTISIS ell, y emIna, <I IS consls~en .• luce 2 - '<I ,
DS!;DI: is consistent. Hence, for all i, i = 1, ... , In, DSfD, is consistent. Similarly, DSfD is
consistent. By Lemma 1, DS2 is consistent. Hence, S is correct. o
In Example 2, no integrity constraints are defined between local and global data items.
However, since 7"I(a) in global transaction II in the given global schedule is not global view
closed, Theorem 2 cannot be applied. Suppose that now we require the view of t l to be closed
as Tl (a)1'l (C)1'1 (b) and t1 to be serialized after t 2 in SQ. In this example, t1 and h do not
read and write local data, and each global transaction would therefore transfer global data
items from one consistent state to another. Hence, the local transaction L reads consistent
global data aud results in a consistent local database state.
4 Relationship to Other Research
In the previous section we advanced certain prerequisites to the correctness of 2LSR global
schedules. In particular, we have shown that 2LSR global schedules are correct in the G",w
model if global transactions possess a consistent local view. We have also shown that 2LSR
global schedules are correct in the G1'1"L", model if global transactions possess a consistent
local view and a closed global view. In both cases, no additional restrictions other than
serializability need be imposed on LDBSs. In this section, these conditions will be compared
with those advanced in the literature.
The correctness of 2LSR global schedules in the Grw model has been examined in [61. To
avoid inconsistencies, both local and global transaction programs are required to be fixed-
strudured. A transaction program is fixed-structured ir its execution from every database
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state results in transactions with a common structure. The correctness of 2LSR global sched-
ules in the GrwLr model has also been examined in [6]. To avoid inconsistencies, global trans-
adiou programs must possess no value dependencies among their global subtransaetions. A
global subtransaction tj is value dependent on a set of global subtransactions t ll , tj_l if
the execution of one or more operations in tj is determined by the values read by tt, , tj_l.
It is illuminating to compare the range of acceptable schedules generated by the present
work with those encompassed by the above method. Let ST_2LSR denote the set of 2LSR
global schedules in which all transactions are fixed-structured; ND_2LSR denote the set
of 2LSR global schedules with no value dependencies permitted in global transactionsj
LV _2LSR denote the set of 2LSR global schedules in which the local views of global trallS-
adiom; are consistent; and LG_2LSR denote the set of 2LSR global schedules in which the
local views of global transactions aTP. consistent and the global view of global transactions
are closed.
Within the G'rw model, since ST_2LSR global schedules are correct, the fact that both
local and global transactioll!> are fixed-structured implies that their retrievals from local sites
will be consistent. However, the possession of consistent local views by global transactions
does not imply that both local and global transactions are fixed-structured. Thus, LV_2LSR
is a superset of ST_2LSR. Within the GrwLr model, the fact that a global transaction has
no value dependencies does not imply that its retrieval of global data items is closed; nor
does the converse hold true. Thus, there is no inclusive relationship between ND_2LSR and
LG_2LSR.
We now compare further the above conditions in terms of their applicability in the mul-
tidatabase environment. As pointed out ill [6J it may be impractical Lo assume the presence
of fixed structured programs, since local transaction programs are pre-existing and may not
satisfy these restrictions. Similarly, the prohibition of value dependencies is excessively re-
strictive1 as many applications involve data transfer among different local database sites,
resulting in value dependencies among the subtransactions of a global transaction. In con-
trast, our approach is more practical, since it affects only global transactions and the testing
of local view consistency as well as the specifications of global view closures in global trans-
actions can be easily implemented.
[9] presented additional findings relevant to the present research. That work presented
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a non-serializable criterion, termed prcdicatcwise serializability (PWSR), to be applied in a
database environment ill which the integrity constraints can be grouped into C1 /\ •.. /\ C/ ,
where C; is defined over a set of data items d; ~ D and eli n elj = 0, i -I j. A schedule is said
to be PWSR if, for all i, i = 1, ... , l, Sd; is st'":rializable. That research demonstrated that a
PWSR schedule S is correct, either if all transaction programs have a fixed-structure or if S
is a cIp.layed read schedule. A schedule S is delayed read if each transaction T,. in S cannot
read a data itp.1ll written by transaction Tj until the completion of all Tj's operations. This
theory may be applied to an MDBS environment in which all local sclwdules are serializable
(termed local scrializability) and either both local and global transactions are fixed-structures
or all local schedules are delayed read. Clearly, the present work has advantages over the
application of PWSR in the MDBS environment, since PWSR is applicable only if local
transactions have a fixed structure or local schedules are delayed-read.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a new view-based approach to ensuring the correctness of
non-serializable schedules. This approach rests upon the concepts of the view consistency
and view closure of transactions, through which data items read by transactions are related
to the integrity constraints that are dp.finecI on these data items. The benefits from this
approach become clear through its application to the formulation of correct non-serializable
global schedules in multidatabase systems.
Global serializability has been recognized as excessively restrictive for the MDBS envI-
ronment, encouraging the development of more relaxed correctness criteria. Drawing upon
view consistency and view closures, we have proposed a new criterion, called view-based
two level serializability. View-based two-level serializable schedules were shown to preserve
multidatabase consistency. Furthermore, this criterion respects local autonomy, since no
restrictions other than serializability need be imposed on local schedules. Finally, as the
concepts of view consistency and vIew closure rest solely upon the structural properties
of the integrity constraints rather than their semantics, such restrictions can be enforced
systematically.
Tn summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
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• The introduction of the concept of view consistency and view closure of transactions.
We believe that the relation of transaction views to integrity constraints provides an
innovative approach to maintaining database consistency.
• The development of a new correetn(·~ss criterion for multidatabase systems. The new
criterion, termed view-based two-level serializability, uses the concept of view consis-
tency and view dosure, to specify conditions that permit 2LSR global schedules to
ensure multidaLabase consistency.
In future studies, Lhis view-based approach will be applied to other MDBS models. Future
research will also explore efficient mechanisms for calcu1atillg view closures.
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